In this paper, using the approach of Hurwitz and the necessary conditions given in 4,6], we construct a third order linear di erential equation whose di erential Galois group is the primitive subgroup F SL3 36 S L(3; C) of order 108.
Introduction
We refer to 4, 5] for the de nition of a di erential Galois group and of a Liouvillian solution. In the computation of the Liouvillian solutions of third order linear di erential equations, 8 nite groups appear as special cases. Those groups are central extensions of the following nite primitive subgroups of PSL(3; C ) ( 5] ) ((i)) A 6 , the alternating permutation group of 6 letters. ((ii)) G 168 , the simple group of order 168. ((iii)) A 5 , the alternating permutation group of 5 letters. ((iv)) H 216 , the Hessian group of order 216, which is isomorphic to the permutation group of 9 letters generated by the permutations (4; 5; 6)(7; 9; 8) and (1; 2; 4)(5; 6; 8)(3; 9; 7 
The approach
We refer to 4,6] for de nitions of singularities, exponents and symmetric powers of linear di erential equations.
We look for a third order di erential equation L(y) = 0 with 3 singular points s 1 = 0, s 2 = 1 and s 3 = 1. According to 6] there must be 3 exponents at each singularity s i which are of the form e i;j = n i;j d i;j (j 2 f1; 2; 3g) with gcd(n i;j ; d i;j ) = 1. We de ne lcm i = lcm(d i (y) has order 9, which would exclude all other primitive groups as di erential Galois groups (cf. 4], Table 2 ).
For the sets of exponents f? and to no other nite primitive subgroup of SL(3; C ).
The proof
We now use the results of 4,6] to prove that the di erential Galois group of the constructed equation L 36 (y) is F SL 3 36 . We refere to 4] for the de nition of reducibility, imprimitivity and primitivity. We rst show that the di erential Galois group is irreducible and not imprimitive. Since the third symmetric power L s 3 36 (y) = 0 is of order 9, the di erential Galois group which is primitive must be F SL 3 36 .
Reducibility
The irreducibility of the equation L 36 (y) follows from 6], Corollary 3. 
Conclusion
The construction of examples of third order linear di erential equations is important, since almost no such example exist. This allows to test the algorithms for linear di erential equations in interesting situations.
